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ABSTRACT  The  voltage  dependence  of steady  state  current  produced  by  the 
forward  mode  of  operation  of  the  endogenous  electrogenic  Na+/K +  pump  in 
Na+-loaded Xenopus oocytes has been examined using a two-microelectrode voltage 
clamp technique.  Four experimental cases (in a  total of 18 different experimental 
conditions) were explored: variation of external [Na §  ([Na]o) at saturating (10 raM) 
external [K  §  ([K]o),  and activation of pump  current by various [K]o at 0,  15,  and 
120  mM  [Na]o  (tetramethylammonium  replacement).  Ionic  current  through  K + 
channels was blocked by Ba  2+  (5 raM) and tetraethylammonium (20 raM), thereby 
allowing pump-mediated current to be measured by addition or removal of external 
K §  Control measurements and corrections were made for pump current run-down 
and holding current drift. Additional controls were done to estimate the magnitude 
of  the  inwardly  directed  pump-mediated  current  that  was  present  in  K+-free 
solution and  the residual K+-channel current.  A  pseudo  two-state access channel 
model  is  described  in  the  Appendix  in  which  only  the  pseudo  first-order rate 
coefficients  for  binding  of  external  Na  §  and  K §  are  assumed  to  be  voltage 
dependent  and  all  transitions  between  states  in  the  Na+/K  +  pump  cycle  are 
assumed  to  be voltage independent. Any three-state or higher order model with 
only two oppositely directed voltage-dependent rate coefficients can be reduced to 
an  equivalent  pseudo  two-state  model.  The  steady  state  current-voltage  (I-V) 
equations derived from the model for each case were simultaneously fit to the I-V 
data for all four experimental cases and yielded least-squares estimates of the model 
parameters. The apparent fractional depth of the external access channel for Na  § is 
0.486  _+  0.010;  for K + it is 0.256  -+  0.009.  The  Hill coefficient for Na + is 2.18  - 
0.06,  and  the  Hill coefficient for  K +  (which  is dependent  on  [Na]o)  ranges  from 
0.581  -- 0.019  to  1.35  -  0.034  for 0  and  120 mM  [Na]o, respectively. The model 
provides  a  reasonable  fit  to  the  data  and  supports  the  hypothesis  that  under 
conditions of saturating internal  [Na+],  the  principal voltage dependence  of the 
Na+/K +  pump  cycle is  a  consequence  of the  existence of an  external  high-field 
access channel in the pump molecule through which Na  + and K § ions must pass in 
order to reach their binding sites. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Over the past few years the voltage dependence of the steady-state current produced 
by  the  operation  of the  electrogenic Na+/K  +  pump  has  been  measured  under  a 
variety of experimental conditions in various preparations:  e.g.,  squid giant axons 
(Rakowski,  Gadsby,  and  De  Weer,  1989);  cardiac  myocytes  (Nakao  and  Gadsby, 
1989); and amphibian oocytes (Lafaire and Schwarz, 1986; Eisner, Valdeolmillos, and 
Wray,  1987; Rakowski and Paxson,  1988; Wu and Civan,  1991). However, only in a 
few cases has an attempt been made to fit the steady state current-voltage (1-II) data 
to a model and extract quantitative information from the fit parameters (Nakao and 
Gadsby,  1989;  Vasilets,  Ohta,  Naguchi,  Kawamura,  and  Schwarz,  1993).  Hansen, 
Gradmann,  Sanders, and Slayman (1981) have described a  pseudo two-state model 
for an  electrogenic pump  cycle that  results  from the  simplification of all  possible 
muhistate cycles in which only a single step is voltage dependent. Nakao and Gadsby 
(1989) have described the [Na]o and [K]o dependence of steady state Na+/K + pump 
current using  this model.  In  their analysis  it was  assumed  that the voltage depen- 
dence of pump  current is  governed by a  single  asymmetrical Eyring barrier with 
voltage-dependent  forward  and  backward  rate  coefficients for  Na +  translocation. 
However, recent evidence suggests that only the backward rate coefficient is voltage 
dependent. Based on florescence studies with membranes labeled with electrochro- 
mic dyes, it has been postulated that the binding sites for Na + and K + are buried in 
the  membrane  dielectric and  are  connected to  the  external medium  by a  narrow 
access channel (Stiirmer, Biihler, Apell, and L~uger 1991a, b). Further evidence has 
been  provided  based  on  the  voltage  dependence  of electroneutral  Na+/Na +  ex- 
change that Na + ions reach their binding sites deep in the pump molecule through a 
high  field access  channel  (Gadsby,  Rakowski,  and  De Weer,  1993).  For an  access 
channel  the  pseudo  first-order  external  Na §  binding  rate  coefficient  is  voltage 
dependent as a result of the voltage drop within the access channel influencing the 
effective concentration of Na + at its external binding  site.  Because the rate of ion 
movement within the access channel is expected to occur orders of magnitude faster 
than the rate of ion release, the rate coefficient for release of external Na + is assumed 
to be voltage independent.  This asymmetrical voltage dependence of the  external 
Na + binding and release rate coefficients has been shown directly by measurement of 
the relaxation rate of pre-steady state transient currents under Na+/Na + exchange 
conditions  (Rakowski,  1993;  cf.  Nakao and  Gadsby,  1986).  It has also been estab- 
lished that there is a second voltage-dependent step in the K + translocating pathway 
that explains the negative slope in the forward Na+/K + pump I-V relationship when 
[K]o is  reduced below  saturation  (Rakowski,  Vasilets,  LaTona,  and  Schwarz,  1991; 
Gadsby, Nakao, Bahinski, Nagel, and Suenson,  1992). Because the apparent affinity 
for activation of forward pump current by [K]o is voltage dependent (Rakowski et al., 
1991),  it is  reasonable to postulate  that  the  external binding  sites for K +  are  also 
located within an access channel. The goal of this study is to reexamine the [Na]o and 
[K]o  dependence  of steady-state  Na+/K  +  pump  current  using  an  access  channel 
model. In that no adequately large and completely consistent data set is available in 
the  literature,  we  have  redetermined  the  steady  state  pump  I-V relationships  for 
Xenopus  oocytes for four comparable  experimental cases.  Because  this  data  set  is SAGAR AND RAKOWSKI  Voltage  Dependence of the Na +  / K + Pump  871 
self-consistent, it allows a  simultaneous least-squares fit to be made to obtain values 
for model parameters that are common  to all the experimental cases. A  three-state 
model  for  the  pump  is  proposed,  assuming  the  existence  of an  external  access 
channel for Na + and K +. Because only two oppositely directed rate coefficients of this 
three-state access channel model are voltage dependent, the model can be reduced to 
a  pseudo two-state model that can be fit to I-V relationships obtained under ~,arious 
experimental conditions (see Appendix). The  fitting procedure yields estimates for 
the fractional depth of the external access channel and Hill coefficients for Na §  and 
K +,  and  various  combinations  of the  voltage  independent  rate  coefficients  of the 
pseudo two-state model. 
Two  abstracts  of the results  reported  here  have  been  published  (Sagar,  Wallner, 
and Rakowski,  1993;  Sagar and Rakowski,  1993). 
METHODS 
Preparation of Oocytes 
Adult female African clawed frogs (Xen0pus/aev/s) obtained from Xenopus I  (Ann Arbor, MI) 
were  maintained  on  a  high-protein  diet  in  fresh water  tanks.  Frogs were  anesthetized  by 
immersion in crushed ice for 30 min until unresponsive to tactile stimulation. Pieces of the 
ovary were removed through an abdominal incision. To remove follicular cells, oocytes were 
treated for ~ 2 h with collagenase (0.6--0.8 U/ml) in oocyte Ringer solution (87.5 mM NaCI, 2.5 
mM KCI,  1.0 mM MgCI~, 5.0 mM Tris/HEPES buffer, pH 7.6). Intracellular [Na  §  was elevated 
either  by  incubation  for  1  h  at  room  temperature  in  a  Na§  solution  (90  mM 
Na-sulfamate, 5.0 Tris/HEPES buffer,  2.5  mM  Na-citrate) (LaTona,  1990;  Rakowski, et al., 
1991) or by overnight incubation at  15--16~  in K§  oocyte Ringer's solution (87.34  mM 
NaCI,  0.74  mM  CaCI2,  0.66  mM  NaNO3,  0.82  mM  MgSO4,  2.4  mM  NaHCO~,  5  mM 
Tris/HEPES, pH 7.6). 
Solutions 
All solutions were designed to minimize non-pump-mediated currents. Tetraethylammonium 
(TEA) (20 mM) and Ba  ~+ (5 mM) were present to block K + channel currents. Ni  2+ (2 mM) was 
present to block Na+/Ca  ~+ exchange and has been shown to have no effect on forward Na+/K  + 
pump current in oocytes (Rakowski et al., 1991).  All solutions also contain 5 mM Tris/HEPES 
and  had  a  pH  of  7.6.  The  experimental  solutions  contain  different  amounts  of  NaC1, 
tetramethylammonium  CI  (TMACI),  and  KCI totaling  130  raM.  For example,  the  solution 
referred to as 10 K 120 Na contained 10 mM K +, 120 mM Na  +, and no TMACI and the 0 K 0 
Na solution contained 130 mM TMACI substituting for both NaCI and KCI. 
Electrophysiological Measurements 
A two microelectrode voltage clamp system (model OC725; Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) 
was used to maintain the holding potential at -40 inV./-V relationships were measured over 
the range -  160 to 0 mV with a down-up-down voltage staircase in which each step was 5 mV in 
amplitude and 0.5 s in duration. The current-passing electrodes (shielded by Al foil) were filled 
with 2  M K citrate and had resistances of 1-4 MIL Intracellular voltage recording electrodes 
were filled with 3  M  KCI and  also had resistances of 1-4  MfL  Data were collected using a 
commercially available analog-to-digital (A-D) converter system (TL-1 DMA interface, 100 kHz; 
Axon  Instruments,  Inc.,  Burlingame,  CA)  and  software written  in  QuickBASIC  (Microsoft 
Corp.,  Redmond,  WA)  for  an  IBM-compatible  computer  system.  Analysis  and  graphical 872  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9 VOLUME  103  ￿9  1994 
presentation of the data were  done with SIGMAPLOT software (version  5.0; Jandel Scientific, 
Corte Madera, CA). 
RESULTS 
Experimental  Protocols  for the Measurement  of Steady State Pump Current 
Figs.  1 and 2 show complete experiments for the measurement of steady-state pump 
current either at a constant [Na]o (Fig. 1) or at various [Na]o at constant test [K]o (Fig. 
2).  Each  spikelike  event is  the  current  recorded during  a  down-up-down  voltage 
staircase from -  160 to 0 inV. It is typical that the oocytes tighten as each experiment 
continues  as  shown  by  the  decrease  in  the  amplitude  of the  spikes  during  the 
experiment.  In  order to estimate  run-down  of the  pump  current  magnitude with 
time,  the first solution change of the experiment and the last solution change that 
activated  pump  current  were  always  to  the  same  [K]o  and  [Na]o,  (2.5  mM  [K]o 
Na+-free, c, d, w, and x in Fig. 1; 10 mM [K]o, 120 mM [Na]o, e,f, cc, and dd in Fig. 2). 
We corrected for run-down by multiplying each I-V relationship by an appropriate 
scaling factor calculated from the pump current magnitude measured from the first 
and last solution change. If it was necessary to terminate the protocol before the last 
change in  [K]o, a  correction for the average run-down rate from all similar experi- 
ments was  applied to the data from each intermediate [K]o change. Other experi- 
ments established that the pump current runs down approximately linearly with time 
(data not shown). Although the current record is quite stable in each condition, the 
holding  current  may  drift  somewhat  with  time.  To  correct for this  drift,  two I-V 
readings were done in each solution (5 min apart). A linear correction for drift could 
then be calculated from the difference between each pair of I-V readings (Rakowski et 
al.,  1989). 
Fig.  1  shows  the  protocol  for  determining  I-V  relationships  at  a  fixed  [Na]o 
([Na]o =  0 in this case) at various [K]o. Pump current was measured by subtraction of 
I-V data in K+-free solution from data at various [K]o. The order of intervening [K]o 
changes was varied randomly between experiments (in the experiment shown in Fig. 
1, [K]o changes were made in increasing order). Each test [K]o was always bracketed 
by measurements in K+-free solution to allow both forward and backward subtrac- 
tions in time to be made. Fig. 2 shows the protocol for determining I-V relationships 
at various [Na]o. Because measurements of the I-V difference at a given [Na]o require 
two solution changes (one to change to the desired [Na]o, and the other to change 
from 0 to 10 mM K + to activate the pump), it was not possible to examine more than 
four values of [Na]o in the same oocyte routinely because of the long duration of the 
experiment. Therefore, this set of data was collected in two separate protocols. That 
is, one set of experiments measured I-Vrelationships at 120, 60, 30, and 0 mM [Na]o. 
A separate set of experiments was done to measure I-V relationships at 120,  15, and 
7.5 mM [Na]o. 
Control Experiments 
At the end of successful experiments two controls were usually done. Since removal of 
extracellular K + prevents the Na+/K + pump from operating in the forward direction, 
but does not prevent reverse operation of the pump, we tested whether any reverse SAGAR AND R/d(,OWSICI  Voltage Dependence of the Na+/K  + Pump  873 
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pump current was present in K+-free solution.  Dihydroouabain  (DHO,  10  p,M) was 
added to K +-free solution after completion of the K+-activation protocol (from z to aa 
in Fig.  1).  Little or no current change was observed at the  holding potential  (-40 
mV).  A  second  type  of control  measurement was  done  to  determine whether  any 
significant  K +  channel-mediated  current  was  present  that  would  contaminate  the 
pump current measurements. External solution changes from a high [K]o (2.5 or  10 
mM) to K+-free solution were made in the presence of 10 IxM DHO (from bb to cc in 
Fig.  1) to determine if any significant non-pump-mediated K§  current was 
present.  A  final  set  of control  measurements  was  made  by  changing  to  K§ 
solution  in  the  presence  of DHO  (from dd  to ee in  Fig.  1).  The magnitude  of the 
residual  K + channel-mediated  current  that was not blocked by Ba  2+  and TEA was 
usually negligibly small. 
Steady-State  Na +  /K  + Pump I-V Relationships  in Na +-free Solution 
Pump current measured in Na+-free solutions at various [K]o, ranging from 0.15  to 
2.5 mM is shown in Fig. 3 A. Under these conditions, there is a negative slope in the 
I-V relationship  of the  pump  that  results  from the  existence  of a  second  voltage- 
dependent  step in the Na+/K  § pump cycle (presumably in the K + half of the cycle 
because  the  experiments  were  done  in  Na+-free  solution).  A  negative  slope  in 
Na+-free  conditions  was  first  seen  by  LaTona  (1990),  and  was  investigated  by 
Rakowski et al. (1991). The pump current decreases with depolarization as expected 
from  a  reduction  of  the  rate  coefficient  for  binding  of  external  K +.  That  is, 
depolarization is expected to reduce the effective concentration of K + at its external 
binding site. Eq. A19 is the pseudo two-state current equation for this Na+-free case. 
Eq. A19 was fitted to the I-V data in Fig.  3 A and is shown by the dashed lines. The 
fitting procedure gave the following parameter values (+SE): FNoa =  0.995  -  0.029 
IxA cm -2, ~/a =  0.77  +  0.04 mM-~K, TK =  0.822  +  0.027,  and hK =  0.280  -- 0.007. 
The solid lines in Fig. 3 A were calculated from the best-fit parameters obtained from 
a  simultaneous  fit  to  all  of  the  /-V data  in  this  paper  (see  Discussion).  Control 
measurements in this group of oocytes were done when possible. Addition of 10 I~M 
of DHO  in  Na +-  and  K+-free  solution  (Fig.  3 B)  produced  inhibition  of a  small 
(mostly) inwardly directed current. This current was previously described by Rakowski 
et  al.,  1991.  The  extent  to  which  this  current  represents  a  possible  source  of 
experimental error will be considered  in the Discussion.  Fig.  3 C demonstrates that 
there  was  virtually  no  K+-sensitive current  that  is  not  pump  mediated.  For  these 
control  data,  K+-sensitive current  that  is not  mediated  by the  Na+/K  + pump  is  at 
most a  tenth of the maximum pump current. TEA (20 raM) and Ba  2+ (5 mM) were 
present in all solutions  to minimize such passive K+-sensitive currents. The data in 
Fig.  3 A  are  replotted  in  Fig.  3 D  as  a  function  of [K]o  for  25-mV  increments  of 
membrane potential.  The  solid  lines  represent  the  K+-activation form of the  Hill 
equation (Eq. A24) calculated from the overall best-fit parameters. The value of/max 
used  to calculate  the  normalized  pump current was  taken to be the value of FNoa 
calculated  from  the  overall  fit  in  Fig.  3 A.  The  inset  shows  the  monoexponential 
increase  in  KK  with  voltage  calculated  from  Eq.  A23  and  the  parameter  values 
obtained from the overall least squares fitting procedure. 876  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  103  -  1994 
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values of control measurements  of DHO-sensitive current  in K+-free solution  (e.g., z -  aa  in 
Fig.  1).  (C)  Mean values of control  measurements  of K§  current  that  is not  pump 
mediated (e.g., cc  -  bb and dd -  ee in Fig.  1). Control experiments (B and C) were successfully 
completed  in  3  out  of the  10  oocytes from A.  SEM  bars  not  shown when  smaller than  the 
symbols. (/9) Normalized data from A replotted at 25-mV increments as a function of [K]o. Inset: 
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Normalized Na +/K  + Pump I-V Relationships  at Various [Na]o and High [K]o 
Fig. 4  shows I-V measurements made at saturating [K]o (10 mM) and various [Na]o 
ranging from 7.5 to 120 mM. The data were normalized to the value of pump current 
measured  at  0  mV.  Pump  current is  approximately a  sigmoid  function of voltage 
under these conditions, saturating at positive voltages and decreasing with hyperpo- 
larization.  As  [Na]o  is  decreased,  the  midpoint  voltage  of the  I-V relationship  is 
shifted to more negative voltages. This is similar to the results of Nakao and Gadsby 
(1989). The solid lines in Fig. 4, A and B, were obtained from a normalized form of 
Eq.  A26  (see  figure  legend)  and  the  parameter values  obtained  from  the  overall 
fitting procedure. Fig. 4 C shows the data in Fig. 4, A and B, replotted as a function 
of [Na]o for 25-mV increments of voltage. The solid lines in Fig. 4 C connect points 
that  are  calculated  from  the  Na §  inhibition  form of the  Hill  equation  (Eq.  A28) 
normalized  to  the  current  expected at  0  mV  [I(0)]:  I/I(0)  =  ""N/dVN///d~'Nt~'=N  +  [Na]oVN), 
where K~  TM is given by Eq. A27. The values of ~/g given in Table II (q.v.) were used for 
each [Na]o. The inset in Fig. 4 C shows that KN decreases with membrane hyperpo- 
larization from a value of ~ 300 mM at 0  mV as calculated from Eq. A27  and  the 
overall best-fit parameters for these data. 
Steady-State  Pump I-V Relationships  at 120 mM [Na]o 
At  120 mM [Na]o and various [K]o, the steady-state pump I-V relationship increases 
with depolarization over the voltage range -120 to 0 mV (Fig. 5 A ). Rakowski et al. 
(1991) have shown, however, that there is a region of negative slope ifa more positive 
voltage range is examined. The I-V relationships in Fig.  5  A  show the increase of 
current  amplitude  with  increasing  [K]o  expected  for  activation  of forward  pump 
current by [K]o. The solid lines are calculated from Eq. A14 and the overall best-fit 
parameters.  Fig.  5 B  shows  the control measurements for K+-sensitive current that 
was not pump mediated. In these cases, as in Fig. 3, this nonpump current was also 
about  one-tenth  of the  maximum  forward-running  pump  current  at  membrane 
potentials close to 0 inV. 
Fig. 5 D shows the data from A replotted as a function of [K]o at 20 mV increments. 
The solid lines are calculated from Eq. A24 and the parameters obtained from the 
overall least squares fit. Fig. 5 C shows the voltage dependence of KK calculated from 
Eq. A25  using  the  overall fit parameters.  Although  Eq.  A28  predicts  a  U-shaped 
relationship,  this behavior is  not apparent in the voltage range examined.  Experi- 
ments designed to examine this predicted behavior are discussed below. 
Steady-State  Pump I-V Relationships  at 15 mM [Na]o 
Fig. 6 A shows steady-state pump I-V relationships at low [Na]o (15 mM) and various 
[K]o,  ranging  from  0.625  to  2.5  mM.  In  this  case  both  a  region  of positive  and 
negative slope in the I-V relationship are apparent, which requires that at least two 
steps  in  the  pump  cycle  be  voltage  dependent.  This  complex  behavior  can  be 
demonstrated  in  low [Na]o and  below saturation  of [K]o. It has  also been seen by 
Gadsby et al. (1992) in cardiac myocytes. The solid lines represent the fit calculated 
from  Eq.  A14  using  the  overall  best-fit  parameters.  Fig.  6, B  and  C,  shows  the 
DHO-sensitive and nonpump K+-sensitive control measurements from oocytes of this 878  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  "  VOLUME  10~  ￿9  1994 
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20-mV increments as a function of [K]o. See text for further details. 
group  in which  it was possible  to make these  control  measurements.  Fig.  6 D  shows 
the  data  in  Fig.  6A  replotted  as  a  function  of  [K]o  for  25-mV  increments  of 
membrane  potential.  The  normalized  current  was  obtained  by  dividing  by  the 
theoretical  maximum  current  (FNfla)  that was calculated  from the  overall fit in  Fig. 
6 A.  The  solid  lines  are  calculated  from  the  Hill equation  (Eq.  A24)  where  the  half 
saturation  concentration  (KK)  is  given  by  Eq.  A25  and  the  parameter  values  are 
obtained from the overall fit. The inset shows that at  15 mM [Na]o KK has a minimum 
near  -90  mV. The U-shaped voltage dependence  of KK predicted by Eq. A25  is clear 
in this case of low [Na]o and  [K]o. 880 
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DISCUSSION 
Three-State  Access Channel Model 
A schematic representation of a three-state access channel model for the operation of 
the Na+/K  + pump is shown in Fig. 7 A. The model is intended to represent only the 
interactions of Na +  and  K +  with  their  external-facing binding sites  in  the  pump SAGAR AND RAKOWSKI  Voltage Dependence of the Na +  / K § Pump  881 
molecule. It does not consider the possible existence of an access channel for binding 
of internal  Na §  since  in  these  experiments  the  oocytes were  Na §  loaded  and, 
therefore, the internal [Na §  should be near saturation. Furthermore, it is assumed 
that  all  of the  transitions  between  pump  states  are  voltage  independent.  Voltage 
dependence  of the  pump  cycle  comes  about  as  a  consequence  of the  voltage- 
dependent increase in the probability of finding an  external  Na + or K §  ion at its 
binding locus (k) by rapid equilibration of Na + and K + within an external high-field 
access channel (I_~uger,  1991, p  83). The effective concentrations of Na + and K § at 
their  binding  sites  are  increased  by  membrane  hyperpolarization  according  to  a 
Boltzmann distribution (Eqs. A1 and A2) in which kN and hK represent the fraction of 
the  membrane  potential  (V)  traversed  by  the  ions  to  reach  their  binding  sites 
(apparent well-depth). The pseudo  first-order rate  coefficients for binding  of Na + 
and  K +  (k21 and k23, respectively) are voltage  dependent  as  a  consequence of the 
voltage dependence of the effective concentrations of Na § and  K § at their binding 
sites (Eqs. A3 and A4). 
The kinetic model shown in Fig.  7 A is similar to that used by Andersen, Silveira, 
and  Steinmetz  (1985)  to  describe  the  pH  and  voltage  dependence  of  proton 
transport in a tight urinary epithelium. It is not necessary, however, to postulate the 
existence of an  aqueous  antechamber in which  a  local concentration of the  trans- 
ported  ion  is  established.  We  may  instead  regard  the  probability  of finding  the 
transported ion at its binding locus as an effective concentration and write Eqs. A1 
and A2 analogous to Eq. A16 of Andersen et al. (1985). Vasilets et al. (1993) have also 
employed a kinetic model similar to that described here to describe their steady state 
I-V  data.  The  assumption  that  the  movements  of Na +  and  K + within  the  access 
channel are rapid compared to the subsequent transitions of the enzyme and that the 
ions  are  at  an  equilibrium  distribution  within  the  channel  leads  to  an  important 
characteristic of access channel models, namely the kinetic equivalence of changes in 
substrate  concentration and  of membrane voltage. That is,  changing  the  external 
concentration of the transported substrate should simply shift the position of the I-V 
relationship along the voltage axis without changing the maximum value of current 
or shape of the curve. For a change in external [K] from [K]I to [K]2, Eq. A22 predicts 
a change in the midpoint voltage AVK given by 
RT  [[K]2 / 
AVK =  ~ln  [[--~'lJ  (1) 
The value of ~,K, then, is not only determined from the steepness of an individual I-V 
relationship, but also from the shift that occurs when [K]o is changed. An analogous 
expression can be derived for the shift in midpoint voltage of the/-V relationship 
when [Na]o is changed at high external [K]o: 
A-VN=  RT~N  ,  /[Na]~] 
(kKh K  __  jkNhN)  F in [[Na]lJ  (2) 
A similar relationship was derived by Gadsby et al. (1993) to describe the change in 
midpoint voltage of Z2Na efflux when [Na]o is changed under conditions of Na+/Na § 
exchange. For such K-free conditions the ~/KkK term is zero. 882  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9 VOLUME  103  ￿9 1994 
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Simplification  of the Kinetic Equations by Adoption of the Hill Formalism 
Of necessity, a  major simplification  has been made in the microscopic description of 
the ion binding process by the adoption of the Hill approximation. A more detailed 
microscopic model would account for the binding of each of the three Na  + ions and 
two  K +  ions  separately.  It  has  been  suggested,  for  example,  that  there  are  two 
negative charges on the enzyme to which Na  + ions bind (De Weer,  1984; Nakao and 
Gadsby,  1986; Goldshlegger,  Karlish,  Rephaeli,  and Stein,  1987). The first positively 
charged  Na  +  that  binds  from  the  outside  binds  with  high  affinity  and  partially 
neutralizes  the negative charges in the vicinity of the Na + ion binding sites,  thereby 
reducing  the affinity for binding  of the  second Na  +. The binding of the  third  Na + 
occurs with the lowest affinity. These interactions  can be described  in detail using a 
three-site  model  for  Na +  binding  with  negative  cooperativity  (Pedemonte,  1988). 
Since detailed information about the individual ion binding steps is not accessible by 
analysis  of steady  state  I-V data,  we  have  adopted  the  Hill  formalism  in  which  a 
multistate velocity equation with a high degree of cooperativity can be approximated 
by  adoption  of a  noninteger  value  of the  Hill  coefficient  (Segal,  1976).  The  Hill 
coefficients  for  Na +  and  K +  are  given  the  symbols  "/N  and  ~/~, respectively  (see 
Appendix). 
Reduction of the  Three-State Model to a  Pseudo Two-State Model 
With the  above definitions  of the  Hill coefficients and apparent well-depth  for Na + 
and  K +,  we  may  derive  a  steady  state  equation  for  the  operation  of the  forward 
Na+/K  + pump cycle (Eq. A10) based on the three-state  access channel model shown 
in Fig. 7 A. This equation can be reduced to an equivalent pseudo two-state equation 
(Eq. A14) by grouping the voltage- and concentration-independent  rate constants of 
the three-state model as shown in Eqs. AI5-A18. A similar simplification can be done 
for any multistate  model in which only two oppositely directed  rate coefficients are 
voltage dependent.  In the  pseudo  two-state  model  shown in  Fig.  7 B  the backward 
voltage-dependent rate process is incorporated in the rate coefficient b (Eq. A12), the 
forward voltage-dependent rate process is incorporated in the rate coefficient c (Eq. 
A13),  while  a  and  d  represent  the  result  of combining  the  forward  and  backward 
voltage-independent rate constants of the multistate model, respectively. Since in the 
pass through a fraction of the membrane field (kN and kK) before being bound. Equilibration of 
Na  + and K + within the external access  channel occurs rapidly as a Boltzmann distribution of 
voltage. The pseudo first-order rate coefficients k21 and k2s are voltage dependent as a result of 
the voltage dependence of the effective ion concentrations at their binding locus.  Because the 
pump is primarily operating in the forward direction, his  is assumed to be zero. The steady 
state  current  equation  for this  three-state  model  is given by Eq.  A10.  (B)  Pseudo  two-state 
model of steady-state operation of the Na+/K  + pump.  Rate coefficients b and c are voltage 
dependent  as a consequence of the location of Na  + and  K  + binding sites within an external 
access  channel.  [E]i  is  the  internal-facing  enzyme state  whereas  [E]o is  the  external-facing 
enzyme. This model is sufficient to describe the I-V behavior of any irreversible unbranched 
cycle in which no more than two oppositely directed rate coefficients of the cycle are voltage 
dependent. Since the pump is primarily operating in the forward direction, d is assumed to be 
zero. The steady state current equation for this pseudo two-state model is given by Eq. A1 1. 884  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  103  ￿9  1994 
experiments  described  here,  we  are  considering  only  the  steady  state  current 
generated  by the  forward-going Na+/K + pump  far from equilibrium,  the  backward 
rate constant d is assumed to be zero. 
Steady State  Current  Equations for Various Experimental  Cases 
In Na+-free solutions the pseudo two-state current equation (A14) can be reduced to 
Eq. A19 from which it is possible to obtain estimates for the parameters FNoa, "~/a, ~lS, 
and kK (Fig. 3). This is the simplest case to be considered from among the four cases 
to be discussed,  and is sufficient to obtain a  preliminary estimate  of the value of kK. 
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 were obtained from a  fit of Eq. A19 to the data from this 
case alone.  A  slight  simplification  of Eq.  AI4 can be  made when  [K]o is  large  (Eq. 
A26). Data from this case are shown in Fig. 4. Two additional cases considered  that 
require the complete Eq. A14 are the activation of pump current by [K]o at  120 mM 
(Fig. 5) and  15 mM [Na]o (Fig. 6). 
Overall Least-Squares  Fit 
A  total  of seven  parameters  or  groups  of parameters  have  been  determined  by  a 
simultaneous nonlinear least squares fit of all of the I-V data to appropriate forms of 
the steady state current equation for each experimental  case (Marquardt-Levenberg 
algorithm).  Five  parameters  are  common to  all  four experimental  cases  (Table  I). 
The values of ~,N and kK may be thought of as the mean electrical distance at which 
Na  + and  K + bind,  respectively.  The Hill coefficient for Na + (~N)  and  the  combina- 
tions  of rate  constants:  Ua  and  b/~  are  also  common  to  all  four  cases.  The  two 
parameters that are not common to the different experimental  cases are ~/K and/max. 
~/K varies systematically with [Na]o ranging from 0.581  -  0.019 to 1.35  +  0.034 for 0 
and 120 mM Na +, respectively (Table II)./max was also different for each case to allow 
for variability in pump site density in different batches of oocytes (Table III). 
Dielectric Coefficients 
Because one net charge is transported outward across the membrane per pump cycle, 
the  sum  of the  dielectric  coefficients  (L~iuger and  Apell,  1986;  L~uger  and Jauch, 
1986;  I_~uger,  1991, p  66) for the pump cycle must be  1.0.  Given the values of the 
parameters  kN and kK obtained from the overall least-squares  fit of 0.486 and 0.256, 
respectively, we can calculate dielectric coefficients for the movement of 3 Na + and 2 
K + across these  fractional dielectric  distances.  For the outward movement of 3  Na + 
across a  mean well-depth of 0.486  _  0.010 we obtain a dielectric coefficient for Na  + 
translocation  (~ty)  of + 1.458  -  0.029.  For the  inward  movement  of 2  K + across  a 
mean  well-depth  of  0.256  +  0.009  we  calculate  a  dielectric  coefficient  for  K + 
translocation  (~tK) of --0.512  -- 0.019. The sum CtN +  OtK =  0.946  ----- 0.048 is in good 
agreement with the theoretical expectation of 1.0 for the net outward movement of 
one  charge  through  the  entire  membrane  field.  That  is,  the  apparent  well-depths 
calculated  from  the  kinetic  data  are  consistent  with  the  net  charge  translocation 
expected  for  a  3  Na+/2  K +  pump  stoichiometry  (3kN-  2kK =  1).  This  analysis, 
therefore, is consistent with the major charge translocating events during the Na + /K + 
pump cycle being almost entirely due to the equilibration  of Na + and K + within an SAGAR AND RAKOWSKI  Voltage  Dependence of the Na+/K  + Pump 
TABLE  I 
Pseudo Two-State Model Parameters Common to All Four Experimental  Cases 
885 
Parameter  Value  •  SE 
ks  0.486 •  0.010 
kK  0.256 •  0.009 
")'s  2.18 •  0.06 
~/a  0.421 •  0.023 mM-vK 
b/V  3.9 •  1.2 x  10  -5 mMvK-vN 
external access channel. The data, however, do not exclude the possible existence of 
other charge-translocating steps in the Na§  + pump cycle. 
Mean Electrical Distances 
The question  arises of how to interpret the physical meaning of the parameters kN 
and  k~.  These  parameters  represent  mean  values  of  the  individual  fractional 
dielectric distances. Because the dielectric coefficients for Na § and K + movement are 
the sum of the individual dielectric coefficients we may write 3kN  =  kNl  +  kN2  +  ~.N3 
and  2kK  =  ~,KI  +  kK2, where  the  doubly  subscripted  parameters  represent  the 
fractional dielectric distances for the individual ions. The steady state analysis gives us 
no information about how to separate the contribution  of the individual ions. Thus 
we  should  interpret  the  value  of kK  =  0.256  determined  from  the  overall  fitting 
procedure  to  mean  that  each  of the  two  transported  K +  ions  bind  at  an  average 
fractional dielectric distance of 0.256.  Similarly, we may say that each Na  + ion binds 
at an average fractional dielectric distance of 0.486. The steady state analysis does not 
tell us whether each of the  three  Na + ions  bind  at the  same dielectric  distance  or 
whether,  for  example,  one  ion  crosses  almost  the  entire  membrane  field  before 
binding  while  the  other  two  cross  only  a  small  portion  of  the  field.  Evidence 
supporting this latter possibility has recently been obtained by Wuddel, Sttirmer, and 
Apell (1993) by measurement of current transients induced by photochemical release 
of ATP from caged ATP. They find a dielectric coefficient associated with the release 
of the first Na § ion of 0.7, and dielectric coefficients for the subsequent release of the 
other two Na + ions of 0.2 for each ion. 
TABLE  II 
[Na]o Dependence of the Hill Coefficient for K + 
[Na]o  5'K 
mM 
120  1.35 -  0.034 
60  1.08 -  0.024 
30  0.911 _  0.022 
15  0.657 •  0.022 
7.5  0.62* 
0  0.581 •  0.019 
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[Na]o Dependence of YK 
It is well established that the Hill coefficient for activation of the Na+/K + pump by 
[K]o increases  as  [Na]o is  increased  (Garrahan and  Glynn,  1967;  Baker,  Blaustein, 
Keynes,  Manil,  Shaw,  and  Steinhardt,  1969;  Rakowski  et  al.,  1989).  As  [Na]o  is 
decreased the  apparent  affinity for  [K]o  increases,  causing  a  leftward  shift  of the 
K+-activation curve and a decrease in the measured value of the Hill coefficient, ~K. 
We, therefore, allowed ~/K tO vary in experiments at different [Na]o. The values of "/K 
obtained by the  overall least  squares fitting procedure varied  systematically in  the 
manner expected from previous studies (Table II). Insufficient curvature in the data 
at  7.5  mM  [Na]o in  Fig.  4  required  that  the value of ~/K at  this  concentration be 
calculated by interpolation. 
Calculation of Individual Rate Coefficients Given the Density of Pump Sites (N) 
The  grouped  parameters FNpa represent the  theoretical maximum pump  current 
(/max) that will  result under conditions in which the voltage-dependent rate  coeffi- 
cients are no longer rate determining, but instead the pump cycle is rate limited by 
voltage-independent steps. Because there is considerable variability in the density of 
TABLE  III 
Theoretical  Value of Imax for Each Experimental Case  That  Was Not Normalized 
FNpa  Experimental case 
cm -2 
1.46 -- 0.06  0  Na AK 
1.96 "4- 0.07  15 Na AK 
0.992 -  0.018  120 Na AK 
pump  sites  in  different oocytes (Schweigert,  Lafaire,  and  Schwarz,  1988;  Vasilets, 
Omay, Ohta,  Noguchi, Kawamura, and Schwarz,  1991) FNoa was allowed to vary in 
the fit to each experimental case. No consistent trend in the value of FNpa is seen in 
Table III as [Na]o is increased. The variability in this group of parameters may arise 
from variability of the pump  site density (N), or the reserve factor (p). The reserve 
factor is unity for simple models of pump operation such as  the three-state model 
discussed  in  the  Appendix.  For  more  complex branched  models,  for example,  13 
represents  the  amount  of enzyme  sequestered  in  voltage  independent  reactions 
(Hansen  et  al.,  1981).  The  fact  that  FNpa  is  not  constant  for  all  experimental 
conditions,  may be  a  result of recruitment  of sequestered enzyme from a  reserve 
pool. Rakowski (1993) has reported that the measured value of the total amount of 
pre-steady state charge moved under Na+/Na + exchange conditions (Qtot) increases 
as  [Na]o  is  increased,  suggesting  that  [Na]o  is  able  to  recruit  more  enzyme  to 
participate in the slow electrogenic reactions from a nonparticipating pool. 
Laying aside the potential complication introduced by the possible existence of an 
electrically silent reserve pool of enzyme, it is  possible to estimate the value of the 
pseudo two-state rate constant (a) if we assume 13 =  1 and determine the pump site 
density. Vasilets et al. (1991) find values of pump site density of 330-360 i~m -2 based 
on ouabain binding measurements. Using a value of 345 Ixm  -~ and the mean value of 
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The combinations of rate constants,  b/~ and Ua  should  be independent  of both 
[Na]o  and  [K]o  and,  therefore,  a  common  value  of each  was  used  for  all  of the 
experimental conditions examined. From the least squares estimate of~/a of 0.421  -+ 
0.023  mM-VK and the above estimate of a, we can calculate ~ to be  110 mM-VK S  -l. 
From  the  least  squares value  of b/~ of 3.9  -+  1.2  x  10 -5  mM~K-VN and  the  above 
estimate of~, we calculate b to be 4.4  x  10 -3 mM-VN S  -1. 
The above analysis shows that it is possible to obtain the complete set of pseudo 
two-state model parameters from the nonlinear  least squares fit of the  steady state 
current  equation  to  the  data  and  a  measurement  of  pump  site  density  if  the 
parameter p is assumed to be unity. 
Comparison with Previous  Results 
Two of the  parameters from the  overall fit have an obvious physical meaning that 
allows comparison with results from other studies:  ~N and  ~K. The Hill coefficients 
(~/N and  TK)  are  kinetic  parameters  whose  physical  meaning  is  obscured  by  the 
assumption of the Hill formalism for multisite binding.  The parameters, a, b, and 
correspond  to  collections  of rate  constants  of higher-order  models  and  are  not 
directly comparable to individual rate constants available in the literature. A basis for 
comparison of values of ~,N and ~K is provided by examination of values of the e-fold 
steepness  factors  and  shifts  of  midpoint  voltages  for  various  voltage-dependent 
processes. For example, Gadsby et al.  (1993)  have recently reported a value of the 
fractional dielectric  distance  (~)  that describes the voltage dependence  of unidirec- 
tional  Na +  effiux  mediated  by the  Na+/Na +  exchange  mode  of operation  of the 
Na+/K  + pump in squid giant axons. They find a value of ~ of 0.69  _+  0.04 which is 
comparable to the value of ~N of 0.486 _  0.010 reported here. A comparison also can 
be made in  the case of the fractional  dielectric  distance  measured  for K + binding. 
Rakowski et al. (1991) found an e-fold steepness for the apparent Km for activation of 
pump current in Na+-free solution of 0.37. The average Hill coefficient was 1.3 from 
which we may calculate a value of ~K of 0.29.  Bielen,  Glitsch, and Verdonck (1993) 
found a value of 0.24 for the e-fold steepness and a Hill coefficient of 1.2.  This gives 
an  estimate  of ~K  of 0.20.  These  values  correspond  well with  the  value  of ~K  of 
0.280  -- 0.007,  obtained from the fit of Eq. A19 to the data in Fig.  3, and with the 
value of ~,K of 0.256  -- 0.009 obtained from the overall fit (Table I). 
The  rate  constants  measured  by  Nakao  and  Gadsby  (1989)  cannot  be  directly 
compared  with  the  rate  constants  measured  here.  It  is  instructive,  however,  to 
calculate values  of the  rate  coefficients b  and  c  of the  pseudo  two-state  model  for 
particular values of [Na]o,  [K]o,  and  V,  and calculate  the predicted  pump turnover 
rate from Eq.  A11  and  the value of the voltage-independent  theoretical  maximum 
turnover rate a. From Eq. A12 we may calculate a value ofb of 150  s -1  at  120 mM 
[Na]o and 0 mV, and from Eq. A13 we obtain a value ofc of 285 s -l at 2.5 mM [K]o 
and  0  mV. The pump turnover rate ac/(a + b + c) can be calculated  to be  110  s -1 
under these conditions. This value is somewhat higher than might be expected from 
measurements of slow  steps  in  the  pump cycle in  isolated  mammalian enzyme. At 
20~  the K + deocclusion rate to the inside is expected to be about 45 s -l  (Forbush, 
1987)  and  the  Na +  deocclusion  rate  to the  outside  only  ~ 20  s -1  (St/~rmer,  Apell, 
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Possible Sources of Experimental Error 
The extensive sets of data analyzed here were collected using somewhat tedious and 
complicated  protocols  (Figs.  1  and  2)  that,  despite  the  difficulty  of  obtaining 
complete  experiments  of over  3  h  in  duration,  have  the  advantage  of allowing 
corrections to be made for run-down of the pump current magnitude and slight drifts 
in  steady  state current. These precautions  should minimize drift and run-down as 
sources of experimental error. Two additional sources of error are the presence in 
the subtracted I-V data of non-pump-mediated K+-sensitive current and of inward 
pump current. Appropriate control measurements are shown in Figs. 3 C,  5 B,  and 
6 C that demonstrate that non-pump-mediated K+-sensitive current is no larger than 
~ 10% of/max. The DHO-sensitive current measured in the control experiments of 
Figs.  3 B  and  6 B  may,  or  may  not,  represent  a  more  significant  source  of 
experimental error, particularly at hyperpolarized potentials. If this (mostly) inwardly 
directed current is present whether or not external K + is present, it will be eliminated 
by  the  subtraction  procedure  used  to  measure  forward-going  K+-sensitive  pump 
current. If, however, this current is K + sensitive, for example being largest in K+-free 
solution and  diminished by increasing  [K]o, the control measurements will give an 
estimate  of the  upper  limit  of the  possible  contamination  of the  records  by  this 
current. Since there is no way at present to decide between these two extremes and 
no means by which a correction can be applied to the data, we have simply chosen to 
ignore this possible source of experimental error until more is known about it. 
Agreement of Theory and Data 
The agreement between the  theoretical curves and  the data is  quite  good in Figs. 
3-6, but there are systematic deviations of the data from the theory. This may be an 
indication that the theory does not sufficiently account for complexities that might 
arise,  for example,  if an additional  step  in the cycle were voltage dependent or if 
internal [Na] was not sufficiently maintained near saturation and thereby allowed a 
small  voltage  dependence  at  an  internal-facing  access  channel  to  complicate  the 
results.  Karlish and  Stein  (1985)  in  experiments  on  pumps  reconstituted in  lipid 
vesicles and Nakao and Gadsby (1989) in myocytes have shown a small increase in the 
apparent  affinity  for  internal  Na +  with  depolarization,  consistent  with  a  shallow 
internal access channel for Na +.  Sttirmer et al.  (1991a, b) have also postulated the 
presence of such an internal access channel for Na + binding based on measurements 
with amphipathic fluorescent dyes. 
The model developed in the Appendix does not account for several predictable 
effects of an external access channel. It assumes, for example, that the binding rate 
coefficients increase exponentially without limit. This, obviously, cannot be the case 
since  saturation  of  channel  occupancy  will  occur  at  sufficiently  high  substrate 
concentration or negative membrane potentials. Similarly, the model assumes com- 
plete  asymmetry  of  the  binding  and  release  processes,  with  all  of  the  voltage 
dependence  falling  on  the  binding  rate  coefficient.  However,  at  high  substrate 
concentration or sufficiently negative membrane potentials occupancy of the access 
channel will increase and electrostatically prevent dissociation of bound ions, leading 
to an apparent voltage dependence of the release rate. 
The systematic deviations between the fit calculated from the model and the data 
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voltage-dependent steps within the pump  cycle. Recent data obtained in squid giant 
axons  (P.  De Weer,  D.  C.  Gadsby,  and  R.  F.  Rakowski,  unpublished  observations) 
suggest  that  there  is  a  shallow voltage  dependence  of the  steady  state  pump  /-V 
relationship  in  Na+-free  solutions and  at  saturating  [K]o.  Bielen et al.  (1993)  have 
also  noted  that  there  is  a  positive  slope  in  the  pump  /-V relationship  in  cardiac 
Purkinje cells in Na-free solution at 5.4 mM  external [K+]. Such a  result cannot be 
explained based solely on external access channels  since external Na is absent and 
external K +  is  saturating.  We,  therefore,  recognize that  the  simple  access  channel 
model  discussed  here  may  require  modification  as  more  data  become  available. 
However, because the major features of the steady-state I-V data are reasonably well 
described, the access channel model provides a  foundation for further studies and a 
convenient  means  of comparing  data  sets  obtained with different functional  muta- 
tions of the pump  molecule that can be expressed in Xenopus oocytes. 
APPENDIX 
Relationship  between the Fractional  Field Distance ( A) for an Access Channel and the 
Rate Coe~cients for Ion Binding 
We may write the following Boltzmann expressions for the effective concentration of Na § and 
K  § at their external binding locus (k): 
[Na]x =  [Na]o exp (-kNU)  (A1) 
[K]x  =  [K]o exp (--kKU)  (A2) 
where [Na]o and [K]o are the external bulk solution concentrations of Na  § and K §  kN and kK 
represent the  fraction of the  membrane  potential sensed by external Na  + and  K + at their 
binding locus, respectively, and U = FV/RT, where V is the membrane potential and F, R, and 
T have their usual meanings. Assuming rapid equilibration of Na  § and K § within an external 
access  channel  we  may  write  the  following  expressions  for  the  pseudo  first-order  rate 
coefficients for binding of ~/N N a§ and ~/K K  § ions to external-facing free enzyme ([E]) for the 
reaction scheme shown in Fig. 7 A: 
k21 = k21[Na]~o  N  exp (--kN'yNU)  (A3) 
k2~ = k2~[K]o  ~K exp (--~,K~/KU)  (A4) 
where ~[~1 and [23 represent the rate constants at V =  0, and ~/N and ~'g are the Hill coefficients 
for Na  + and K  +, respectively. 
I-V Relationship for a  Three-State  External Access Channel Model 
The following differential equations may be written for the transitions between enzyme states 
for the reaction scheme shown in Fig. 7 A assuming that kls is zero: 
d[ENa] 
dt  -  ksl[EK] + k21[Na]o~N[E] exp (--~NkNU) -- kl2[ENa]  (A5) 
d[Eg] 
dt  = k2s[g]o~g[E]  exp (--'/KkKU) -- ks~[EK] -  ksl[EK]  (A6) 
d[E] 
dt-  kl~[ENa] + kB2[EK] -  ~[21  [Na]o~N[E] exp (--'~N~,N  U) --  k23[K]o  ~K [E] exp (--~/gkKU)  (A7) 890  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  103  ￿9  1994 
We  define  N  to  be  the  total  amount  of enzyme  expressed  in  units  of moles  per  square 
centimeter of membrane area: 
N  =  [ENa] +  [EK] +  [E].  (AS) 
The steady state current  (1) generated by forward operation of the reaction cycle is given by 
I = k31FN(EK].  (A9) 
Because  in  the  steady-state,  d[ENa]/dt  =  d[EK]/dt  =  d[E]/dt  =  0,  Eqs.  A5-A9  may  be 
combined to give 
FN 
I  =  (al0) 
1  1  (ks2 +  k31)  (k32 +  ksl)k21 [Na]~o  N exp (--~/NkN U) 
--  + 
ks1  + ~12 +  kslk23[K]o  vK exp (--~tKkK U )  k31k12kz3[K]o  vK exp (--~/KkK U) 
Steady State I-V Relationship for a Pseudo Two-State Access  Channel Model 
The pseudo two-state reaction scheme shown in Fig. 7 B gives the following general solution for 
pump current (Hansen et al.,  1981; L~iuger,  1991,  p. 73): 
aC  --  bd 
I  =  FN 9  (A1 1) 
a+b+c+d 
For an irreversible forward-going pump  cycle we may assume  that d  =  0.  Given an  external 
access channel for Na + and K + binding we may write 
b =  b[Na]o  ~N exp (--'~/N  KN U)  (A12) 
c =  c[K]o  ~K exp (--~KkKU)  (A13) 
where b and [  are the rate constants at V =  0. Substitution of Eqs. A12 and AI3 into A11  and 
setting d  =  0  gives 
FN oa 
1 =  (A14) 
a  +  b[Na]o  TM exp (--~/NkNU) 
1+ 
c[K]o  ~K exp (--?KkKU) 
Equivalence of the Pseudo Two-State and Three-State Access  Channel Models 
Inspection of Eqs. A10 and A14 shows  that  the pseudo  two-state and  three-state  models are 
equivalent if the following parameter assignments are made 
o =  1  (AI5) 
k31kl2 
a  =  (A16) 
k31  +  kl2 
~_  k3|k21 
k31 +  k12  (A17) 
k31k23 
-  --  (A18) 
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It  can  also  be  demonstrated  that  the  addition  of enzyme  states  in  Fig.  7 A  with  voltage- 
independent  rate  constants  leads  to  current  equations  that  can  be  reduced  to  Eq.  All  if 
appropriate assignment of parameters are made. We conclude, therefore, that equations having 
the  general  form  of Eq.  AI 1  are  sufficient  to  describe  the  I-V behavior  of any  irreversible 
unbranched  cycle in which  two  oppositely  directed  rate  coefficients of the  cycle are voltage 
dependent. This special case in which only two oppositely directed rate coefficients are voltage 
dependent,  therefore, is equivalent to a class I model defined by Hansen et al. (1981)  despite 
the fact that there are two distinct voltage dependent steps. 
Simplification  of the I-V Relationship  when [Na]o  =  0 
An experimentally useful simplification of the I-V relationship can be achieved when [Na]o =  0. 
In this case Eq. A14 becomes 
FN pa 
I  =  (AI9)  a 
1+ 
~[K]o  vK exp (--~'K)-KU) 
Eq. A19 can be simplified if  we define a theoretical maximum current Ima~ = FNoa so that 1~Imp, 
is 
I  1 
/max  a 
1+ 
~[K]o  ~K exp (--~K~.K U) 
Eq. A20 can be reduced to a  Boltzmann equation by defining ~K 
(A2o) 
a 
exp (--~/KkKUK)  --  (A21) 
c[K]o  ,~ 
Substituting the left-hand side of Eq. A21 in Eq. A20 gives 
I  1 
Imax =  1 +  exp ['yK~,K(U -- ~K)]  (A22) 
which  is  a  Boltzmann  equation  that  saturates  at  extreme  negative  potentials  and  whose 
exponential steepness is related to ~KkK. 
An alternative simplification to a  Hill form of equation can be obtained by defining 
Substitution of Eq. A23 into A20 gives a  Hill equation of the following form: 
I  [K]o  vK 
/max  [K]o  w  +  K~  K 
(A24) 
Simplification  of the  I-V Relationship  when [Na]o  Is Fixed 
Eq. A14 does not simplify to a Boltzmann equation when both external Na + and K + are present 
at low concentrations.  Eq. A14, however, has  the form of the Hill equation where FNpa is the 
theoretical  maximum  current  determined  by  voltage  independent  rate  processes,  and  the 892  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  103  ￿9  1994 
half-saturation concentration (K~) is defined as follows: 
a  +  b[Na]o  ~N exp (--~N~.N U) 
K~  K =  (A25) 
exp (-,/KkKU) 
Substitution oflma, = FNoa and A25 into Eq. A14 gives the Hill equation (A24). Note, however, 
that in this case the voltage dependence of KK is complex. 
I-V Relationships for Large  Values of [K]o 
For large values of [K]o the term a/(~ [K]o  ~K exp [--~KkKU])  in Eq. A14 becomes small compared 
to  1 so that the equation may be simplified to give: 
FN  pa 
(A26) 
I  =  b[Na]o  TM exp (--'~N hN U) 
~[K]o  ~K exp (--'/KkKU) 
Eq.  A26  is  an  inhibitory  form  of  the  Hill  equation,  if we  let  /max  =  FNpa  and  define  a 
half-inhibitory concentration for Na + (KN) as follows: 
~[K]o  ~K exp (--~/KkKU) 
K~  N =  (A27) 
exp (--~]N  kN  U) 
Substitution of these expressions in Eq. A26 gives 
I  K~  N 
/max  K~  N +  [Na]o  ~N 
(A28) 
Eq. A26 may also be written as a  Boltzmann relationship. 
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